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Jesus said to them again, “Peace be with you.
As the Father has sent me, even so I am sending you.” John 20:21 (ESV)
Today, we are part of a “global church with a globalized mission in a globalized world”.1 The
global church is on the move, pursuing the Great Commission from everywhere to everyone.2 As
we go, it is vital to understand how God’s honor embodied in Jesus is profoundly good news
among peoples whose core life value is maintaining honor and avoiding shame. This paper
embarks on a cross-cultural journey to develop a Great Commission model that incorporates
prayer in outreach and ministry to people within predominantly honor-shame cultures.
Specifically, this paper outlines the biblical themes of honor and shame in gospel prayer. What is
gospel prayer? Gospel prayer is prayer shaped by Scripture and focused on the gospel of Jesus
Christ. The thesis of this paper is that as we pray with and for people using gospel prayer in
terms meaningful to people in honor-shame cultures, the Holy Spirit can use those prayers to
bring them into relationship with Jesus. In application, this paper considers some of the issues
involved in developing contextualized gospel prayer in Japan’s honor-shame culture, including
some of the challenges for contextualizing prayer in Japan. A hypothetical model proposes use
of gospel prayer with and for people in Japan using honor-shame gospel themes meaningful to
the Japanese people as part of outreach and discipleship.3
WHAT IS THE MISSION OF THE CHURCH?
“But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you, and you will be my
witnesses in Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the end of the earth.”
Acts 1:8 (ESV)
The church is sent into the world to witness to Jesus by proclaiming the gospel and making
disciples of all nations. This is the “unique and central calling” of the church.4 “Mission” means
being sent and being given a task to accomplish.5 Jesus’ prayer for His disciples in John 17
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reflects a clear consciousness of His own being sent by the Father as much as His own sending of
His disciples into the world.6 “The biblical conviction that God is active in the world, active in
human history through people He sends, is at the heart of mission.”7 The question for the church
is what is the specific purpose that the church is sent into the world to accomplish?8
The mission of the church is to “go into the world and make disciples by declaring the gospel of
Jesus Christ in the power of the Spirit and gathering these disciples into churches, that they
might worship the Lord and obey his commands now and in eternity to the glory of God the
Father.”9 The Lausanne Covenant affirms: “The Church is at the very centre of God’s cosmic
purpose and is his appointed means of spreading the gospel.”10 The vision of mission is “the
drive to share the good news with all, to cross every border with the gospel.”11
The whole church is called to take the whole gospel to the whole world, proclaiming
Christ until he comes, with all necessary urgency, unity, and sacrifice.12
God’s people, relying on God’s power and presence, are sent to share the gospel so that everyone
has a chance to respond – and today, the Majority Church is beginning to share in that mission.
“The Majority World is moving from being a mission field to a mission force”.13
The biblical perspective on mission has a global vision and a global component that
comes from faith in God the Creator and His intention to bless all of humankind through
the instruments he chooses. At the same time, God is forming a new global people from
races, cultures and languages spread over the whole earth, a people who cannot do less
than have a global vision but who live their vision in the local situation where God has
placed them.14
The universal truths of the gospel are being revisited and retold in new global contexts by the
Majority World church, honoring the authority of God’s Word and reminding us that the gospel
really does penetrate and become rooted in the specific culture in which its seeds are planted.15
“The church is on a journey… Global flows are taking us in new directions.”16 On this journey,
we will travel together with other Jesus-followers from around the world to share the good news
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3
and make disciples by declaring the gospel of Jesus Christ in the power of the Holy Spirit,
sharing gospel prayer with and for people we meet along the way.

GOSPEL PRAYER AND THE GREAT COMMISSION
As we seek to carry out the mission of the church, we do well to model Jesus’ commitment to
prayer. Jesus’ life and ministry focused on doing His Father’s work and seeking the Father’s
heart and mind through prayer (Mk. 1:35; Lk. 5:16). Jesus told us to pray persistently in His
name (Jn. 14:13-14; 16:23-27). Prayer is conspicuously intertwined with the mission of the early
church (Acts 1:14, 24; 2:42; 4:31; 6:4; 13:2-3).
Prayer is the handmaid of missions. The success of all real missionary effort is
dependent on prayer. The life and spirit of missions are the life and spirit of prayer. Both
prayer and missions were born in the divine mind. 17
The Holy Spirit, through prayer and God’s Word shared by God’s people, gives worldwide
power to God’s mission. We should pray with God’s highest praise and glory in view, confident
of the ultimate value of God’s eternal purposes that are assured in Jesus.18
The thesis of this paper is that as we pray with and for people using gospel prayer in terms
meaningful to people in honor-shame cultures, the Holy Spirit can use those prayers to bring
them into relationship with Jesus. Since the words used here may carry different meanings to
different people,19 especially as we seek to bridge understanding with honor-shame cultures, let’s
begin with a brief exposition of two terms.
First, as used here, gospel prayer is prayer shaped by Scripture and focused on the gospel of
Jesus Christ. The gospel of Jesus Christ is that God desires all people to be saved and to come to
the knowledge of the truth found in Jesus (1 Tim. 2:3-4; Rom. 1:16), including “both the removal
of our guilt – and the covering of our shame.”20 To be clear, gospel prayer is not an alternative
or substitute for sharing the gospel or global ministry; it is designed to be an integral part of it.
Why are Paul’s epistles so full of prayers? “For the apostle Paul, prayer is not a substitute for
Christian service; it is part of it.”21 Paul prayed with and for people out of his love – praying for
them and praying alongside them on their faith journey – and we should do the same. 22
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Second, praying with and for another person is different than prayers offered for people, such as
private prayer, or strategic prayer23 (on behalf of a people group or even particular peoples) or
even prayers offered in corporate worship – all of which are biblical and essential to mission.
We simply ask, “May I pray for you” and, if they are willing, we pray aloud as they are present
with us – prayer with and for them – based on our relationship with them and reflecting our
relationship with Jesus. Grounded in a biblical view of people, we pray with genuine respect
and love for the honor and dignity of our friends in other cultures.24
DYNAMICS OF HONOR and SHAME IN CULTURE
The prominence of honor and shame dynamics across the Majority World requires fresh
missiological thinking to strengthen the global church and its Great Commission outreach.
The global church needs to articulate a theology that equips Majority World Christians to
follow Jesus in their own sociocultural context marked by honor-shame realities. …
Honor and shame pervade the cultural outlook of most people groups with limited or no
access to the gospel. A biblical missiology for honor-shame contexts is strategic for
fulfilling the Great Commission among all nations, ...25
Honor and shame cultures carry expectations that individuals conform to group expectations and
participate as contributing members of the group. This dynamic holds that what is best for
maintaining harmony in relationships and honoring people is right; and what shames is wrong.
There is seldom a right way or wrong way of doing things, rather there is an honorable and
dishonorable way of doing things.26
“Honor” is a person’s worth in society. It is defined as the acknowledgement of worth, glory,
name, prestige, reputation, and dignity within their social context. Another way of saying this in
many cultures is that people are concerned with “face.” Face may be ascribed or achieved – that
is, inherited or earned.27
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“Shame” means that other people think lowly of you and do not want to be with you because of a
perceived deficiency or failure to meet the standards of his or her community – an external
shame. Shame causes a person to “lose face”, taking away their identity and value. Shame also
produces feelings of humiliation, disapproval, and abandonment – internal shame. Shame means
inadequacy of the entire person. While guilt says, “I made a mistake”; shame says, “I am a
mistake.” 28
Honor-shame cultures are naturally “collectivistic”. Collectivistic societies define people by
their relationship to the group. “Identity is a collective idea: ‘I am who I know.’ Descartes said,
‘I think, therefore I am.’ A Chinese could paraphrase, ‘I belong, therefore I am.’” 29
The social matrix of collectivistic cultures is designed around establishing and expanding a
network of relationships. Group-oriented cultures value relational harmony. 30 No one can
elevate himself; people know their place and must stay within it.31 The values of honor and
shame are expressed uniquely within different cultures.
The Bible tells us that God is the supreme measure of honor.32 God desires to bless the nations
with honor and share His name with His people. Adam and Eve’s disloyalty and disobedience to
God introduced shame into the world and they lost face before all creation. Sin and shame
reflect the ways people sin against and disrespect God. Having lost God’s honor, people resort to
counterfeit honor (see Rom. 1:21– 28; 2:23-24; 3:23).33 The restoration of honor, raising people
from a position of shame to a position of honor, plays a key role in God’s covenantal and
redemptive mission. The good news of the gospel is seen in the teachings and miracles of Jesus
that touched the lives of people without honor and restored them to a place of honor. 34 Salvation
in Jesus brings honor and restores face, covers shame, and brings people into God’s family, a
divine community (Jn. 17:22; Rom. 8:1; 10:11).35 “Believers have no honor deficit. They are not
ashamed. They are children of God, siblings of the King. They are full and they are free, on
mission with God to bless all the peoples of the earth.”36
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From an honor-shame perspective, the gospel transforms one’s entire worldview. Honor
and shame provide a holistic framework for seeing the world. With one’s whole life ––
whether we eat, drink, or whatever we do –– Christians seek to give God “face”, i.e.
magnify God’s worth.37
PRAYER IN THE CONTEXT OF HONOR and SHAME THEMES IN SCRIPTURE
We pray because we have been divinely designed for community and communion with our
creator God.38 “Prayer is God’s idea. Man’s need to communicate with God is a result of God
creating that need in man.”39 Many peoples, in diverse cultures and religions, “pray” in some
fashion, but biblical prayer is honorable because it is grounded in God’s Word and it seeks to
glorify God who graciously designed us to communicate with Him. Biblical prayer is more than
just talking to God, it is God-honoring – “infused with a vision of the character of God.”40
Prayer is relational, drawing us into relationship with the One who hears our prayers. The Holy
Spirit uses prayer to change us as we meet Jesus, to open our hearts to believe in Him by faith
through God’s grace, and to learn to walk in His ways. Extending honor to people, including
simple opportunities to pray with and for people, may lead to opportunity to share the gospel.
Praying with and for our friends is powerful on several levels. It creates a unique bond
with someone when you pray for them. It encourages them that you’d take time to stop
and pray. It shows them that you care enough to ask, “how can I pray for you?” And it
allows God to work where you and I won’t be able to. 41
The prayers of Scripture and teachings of Jesus on prayer reflect many of the honor-shame
themes and values found throughout Scripture – described below using some of the honor-shame
dynamics described by Mischke in The Global Gospel.42
1. Concept of Face – Seeking God’s face in prayer.
The concept of “face” is a metaphor for one’s social value as perceived within some group
setting.43 Concepts of “face” are seen throughout Scripture including losing face, humanity’s
shame before God as the result of sin, expressed by turning away and hiding from God’s face;
and gaining face, humanity’s redemption and healing from shame that comes when people turn
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to, and are given peace before, the face of God.44 When God turns His face toward us, we are
blessed:
The Lord bless you and keep you; the Lord make his face to shine upon you and be
gracious to you; the Lord lift his countenance upon you and give you peace. Num. 6:2426 (ESV)
“The face of God’s people – that is, their honor – is inextricably linked to the experience of
beholding the face of God.” 45 When Moses spent time in God’s presence, his face literally
glowed as it reflected God’s honor (Exod. 34: 29-35; cf. 2 Cor. 3:13-18). The glory of God is
seen in the face of Jesus Christ (2 Cor. 4:6). When we pray, we seek God’s face – that is, His
blessing and honor (Ps. 27:8; Dan. 9:3; 1 Pet. 3:12).
2. Honor of a Name – Prayer in God’s name.
The name of God is “nearly synonymous with the honor of God and the glory of God”, as seen
when God says, “I am the LORD; that is My name; My glory I give to no other” (Is. 42: 8).46
The name of Jesus is above all other names in heaven and on earth (Eph. 1:21). In His name, all
the peoples will find hope (Matt. 12:21). By God’s grace through faith, believing in the name of
Jesus is the power of salvation (Rom. 10:11-13: Phil. 2:10).
Gospel prayer is prayer in God’s name. Jesus prayed to the Father; and taught us that God the
Father is honored when we pray in His name: “Whatever you ask in My name, this I will do,
that the Father may be glorified in the Son. If you ask Me anything in My name, I will do it” (Jn.
14: 13-14). Yet, praying in the name of Jesus is not a magic formula. The apostle Paul
recounted a story of how a magician (unbeliever) and his sons tried to invoke the name of Jesus
for their personal benefit – the demons rejected and shamed them (Acts 19:13-17). Praying in
the name of Jesus means to pray in a manner consistent with His values and purposes. It is to
pray with the glorification and honor of God as its supreme motive;47 it is praying with respectful
submission to the will of the Father, seeking that His will be done, not ours (1 Jn. 5:13-14).
3. Patronage – God as Patron and Benefactor Who Responds to Our Prayers.
In honor-shame cultures, a patron is considered an honorable benefactor, the honorable one who
confers blessing on the one in need; and a client is the one receiving the gift, the blessing. In
Paul’s prayer on behalf of Ephesian believers, he prays to God the “Father of glory” (Eph. 1:17),
God our great Patron and benefactor through Jesus. When God blesses people, He is seen as the
divine Patron who blesses and gives grace to those who call upon Him; and when people bless
God, they are fulfilling the role of the loyal client, returning honor to Him.48
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Jesus’ high priestly prayer in John 17 is a gracious example of God’s patronage. God the Father
is the ultimate Patron, the One who honors the Son as the Son honors the Father; and Jesus is the
Co-benefactor with Him to us. We are the recipients of the honor of His name, His blessing, and
His protection. When we pray, we return honor to God. Likewise, as we pray for the honor of
others, we return honor to God and we become co-benefactors with Jesus, seeking God’s
blessing for them.49
4. Image of Limited Good – God’s Generosity Through Prayer.
The image of limited good is “the belief that everything in the social, economic, natural universe
… everything desired in life: land, wealth, respect and status, power and influence … exist in
finite quantity and are in short supply. If you gain, I lose … it’s a ‘zero-sum game’.” 50 In gospel
terms: “The gospel is an offering of salvation to all the peoples of the world; it is in essence an
expression of a God-ordained unlimited good available to all. This is, of course, why it is called
“good news.” 51
Jesus taught us to pray to God, our heavenly Father, for His gracious provision for our physical
and spiritual needs consistent with His will (Matt. 6:9-13; Lk. 11:1-4). He prayed out of God’s
gracious honor surplus.
Ask, and it will be given to you; seek, and you will find; knock, and it will be opened to
you. For everyone who asks receives, and the one who seeks finds, and to the one who
knocks it will be opened. Or which one of you, if his son asks him for bread, will give
him a stone? Or if he asks for a fish, will give him a serpent? If you then, who are evil,
know how to give good gifts to your children, how much more will your Father who is in
heaven give good things to those who ask him? Matt. 7:7-11 (ESV)
People in honor-shame cultures can easily relate to Jesus’ parable of the man who found himself
short of food when unexpected guests arrived. Even though it was late, the man went to his
neighbor to ask for bread; finally, the neighbor gave him what was needed – because of the
man’s persistence and because the neighbor understood the shame of being unable to be
hospitable to guests (Lk. 11:5-8) – a lesson from Jesus about persistent prayer, maintaining honor
and God’s gracious provision that removes shame (Lk. 11:1-13). Jesus taught that God’s
providence was not a limited good, because God is gracious and delights in honoring His
children when they ask and seek Him.
Further study is needed: Many other examples of honor-shame dynamics are found in the
prayers of Scripture and Jesus’ teachings on prayer – yet, there was surprisingly little written on
the topic of prayer in honor-shame research sources. Space limits further discussion here, but it
is a worthy area for further study.
PERSPECTIVES ON CONTEXTUALIZED GOSPEL PRAYER
IN JAPAN’s HONOR & SHAME CULTURE
49
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Contextualization refers to the ways that people interpret, communicate, and apply the Bible
within a particular cultural context.52 “Just as there are many ‘gods that are not God’ and
numerous ‘gospels that are not gospel,’” contextualization of the gospel of Jesus Christ requires
a commitment to the authoritative Word of God as the primary objective.
Jackson Wu submits that contextualization should be a “dialogue between culture and Scripture,”
a process that requires “humility, courage, and curiosity.”53 He suggests that the Bible contains a
diversity of gospel presentations while maintaining a firm but flexible foundation that answers
these questions in ways that find expression in the particular cultural context: Who is Jesus?
What has Jesus done? Why is Jesus important? How should we respond?54 He then describes
four stages necessary for fully contextualizing the gospel.
Stated in brief, we need to (1) identify how the Bible frames and explains the gospel, (2)
interconnect cultural themes corresponding to the biblical gospel, (3) interpret the Bible
using a cultural lens, and (4) infer the gospel’s significance for the local culture.55
The contextualization dialogue process requires faithfulness to God’s Word, creativity and
cultural integration. Jackson Wu’s essay, “Biblical Theology From a Chinese Perspective”,
offers several examples of how different gospel presentations could be contextualized from a
Chinese perspective, explained using culturally significant honor and shame themes.56
Here, the contextualization dialogue process should address how to express the message of
gospel prayer as well as learning culturally acceptable ways to simply pray with and for Japanese
people. The untested hypothetical model suggested here is best developed in cooperative
dialogue with wise culturally informed Japanese and other believers57 in order to produce
contextualization that is faithful to Scripture and meaningful within Japanese culture.58 Research
alone does not offer the depth of insight, knowledge or experience needed to fully articulate the
intricacies of Japanese honor and shame dynamics that would be vital to contextualized gospel
prayer.
Why is Japan’s religious culture and honor-shame dynamic so challenging for
contextualizing the gospel?
Religious culture and honor-shame dynamics influencing gospel contextualization in Japan are
complex and nuanced beyond the scope of this paper. Following Jackson Wu’s contextual
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dialogue process, there are some fundamental questions that should be considered regarding
contextualization of the gospel within Japanese culture and its honor-shame dynamics:
In contextualization, one first seeks to understand people within their particular cultural
context in order to appreciate their ways of thinking. What questions do they bring to the
Bible and through what thought categories do they read Scripture? What are the culture’s
values, problems, and assumptions? …
In an Eastern context, the questions reflected on usually relate to reputation (saving,
gaining, and losing face), group identity (whether ethnic or familial), and proper
relationship (hierarchy, harmony, and roles).59
In the novel, Silence by Japanese Catholic author Shūsaku Endō, an apostate priest in the 1600s
expressed his despair that Japan “is a terrible swamp”, and that the transplanted sapling of
Christianity struggles to survive there. The former priest lamented that Japanese Christians “were
not praying to the Christian God. They twisted God to their own way of thinking.”60 Stated less
dramatically, religious experience among the Japanese people has been described as “a richly
diverse syncretic mix, which reconciled apparently contradictory beliefs”61 and as “tolerant
religious pluralism”, layering animistic and folk religion, Shinto and Buddhist beliefs,
undergirded by the ethical and moral values of Confucianism, and touched but not penetrated by
Christianity.62
Japanese people do not feel compelled to join a particular organized religion, and the exclusive
nature of Christianity – honoring only one God and refusing to observe traditional Japanese
rituals – leads people to shun it.63 Japanese Christians wrestle with questions of how to honor
parents, respect ancestors and respond to enduring folk belief on interdependence with the spirit
world, along with Japanese cultural expressions of the honor and shame dynamic.64 Shame for
the Japanese people often involves failing to meet the expectations of others (external shame);
and one’s own experience of shame because of his or her failure to meet expectations (internal
shame). Japanese theologians have been focusing on the betrayal and sufferings of Jesus as a
central theme for Japanese theology.65
What are some of the challenges of contextualizing prayer in Japan? In Japan, a significant
challenge for contextualizing gospel prayer is distinguishing it from Japanese animistic, Shinto
and Buddhist ritualistic traditions of prayer.
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A Japanese person is likely to pray to ‘the kamisama in heaven’, a nameless composite
embracing Jesus, all the buddahs and the whole magnitude of Shinto kami – all in one.66
Varied forms of non-Christian prayer are commonly practiced in Japan: rituals honoring
ancestors, seeking favor or protection from kami spirits,67 Zen and various iterations of Buddhist
meditation, or reciting the name of Amida or the Lotus Sutra. How does gospel prayer avoid the
swamp of Japanese syncretism?
A Hypothetical Model for Use of Gospel Prayer
for Outreach and Discipleship in Japan’s Honor-Shame Culture
REMINDER: This untested hypothetical model assumes that gospel prayer is a valued adjunct
in ministry in an honor-shame culture like Japan, supporting and aligning with other
contextualized outreach and discipleship ministry.
A. Keep first things first – focus on the honor-shame gospel message and praying shaped
by Scripture.
Keeping first things first means to focus on the honor-shame gospel message in biblical prayer.
The things that concern the heart of God must shape the heart of our prayers with and for
Japanese people. The forgoing discussion introduced some of the honor-shame themes in
biblical prayer. Using Jackson Wu’s insights on fundamental cultural-gospel issues in East Asia,
honor-shame themes in Japan are most likely to relate to reputation (saving, gaining, and losing
face), group identity (whether ethnic or familial), and proper relationship (hierarchy, harmony,
and roles), along with implications for placing one’s loyalty in Jesus, becoming part of a new
community with other Jesus-followers and learning to live according to His honor code, which
will be discussed below in the context of Scriptures about prayer.
1. Reputation (gaining face) – Honor-Status Reversal.
Honor-status reversal happens when a person/family/people have their status in the community
turned upside down – replacing shame with honor so people gain face.68 “Salvation from God
overturns previous measures of status. He reverses our identity. The gospel is a message of
‘salvation-as-reversal, of status transposition, of outsiders becoming insiders, and grace for
unexpected people.’”69 Gaining face replaces external shame with honor.
Paul’s prayer in Colossians 1:13-14 vividly captures this status reversal: “He has delivered us
from the domain of darkness and transferred us to the kingdom of his beloved Son, in whom we
Dougill, In Search of Japan’s Hidden Christians, 224-225.
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have redemption, the forgiveness of sins.” In a poignant tale of status reversal that brought down
the proud, Jesus entered the temple grounds, overturning the tables and shaming the religious
leaders, declaring: “Is it not written, ‘My house shall be called a house of prayer for all the
nations’? But you have made it a den of robbers” (Mk. 11:17).
2. Proper relationship (hierarchy, harmony, and roles) – Ascribed Honor
Ascribed honor is inherited based on one’s position, relationships, or characteristics, often based
on family/ kinship or state/politics.70 “In many ways, ascribed honor is prioritized over achieved
honor in Eastern cultures. … Ascribed honor is prioritized because people are socially shamed if
they do not conform to group norms. An Eastern perspective sees conformity as humble and
virtuous, a way of honoring the group and its elders. Nonconformity is insolence and pride.
Thus, weight is given to ascribed honor.”71
According to Scripture, ascribed honor is extended to those who believe in Jesus because
believers “have their personal honor completely relocated by God into his family and kingdom.
While one’s family honor may or may not be great and may vary according to life’s good or bad
circumstances, the high honor derived from being born again as a child of God is forever
settled.”72
Understanding and appropriating the truth of believers’ ascribed honor in Christ was Paul’s
prayer in Ephesians 1:18, when he asked God to open the eyes of their hearts (to overcome their
internal sense of shame) so that they might truly know the hope to which He has called them –
the riches of His glorious inheritance in the saints (ascribed honor).
3. Group identity (whether ethnic or familial) – Group Incorporation
Group incorporation describes the salvation motif of “inclusion into the group of God’s honored
people. God bestows an honorable status on the excluded by welcoming and including them into
his new community. Outsiders are now insiders. … In Romans Paul expounds this gospel: God
worked decisively in Jesus to create his own family, and salvific inclusion into this honored
community is available to people from all groups. Salvation is group membership.” 73
Prayer is a real-life venue for learning to understand group incorporation from God’s
perspective, as God honors believers by bringing them into His family through faith in Christ.
Jesus taught His disciples to pray to His Father who delights in answering the prayers of His
children (Matt. 7:7-11). In Christ, we have been adopted into God’s family, privileged to cry out
in prayer to Abba, Father (Rom 8:15; Gal. 4:6). Paul prayed to God, the Father from whom
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every family in heaven and on earth is named (Eph. 3:14-15), on behalf of all who have been
brought into God’s household in Jesus (Eph. 2:19). 74
4. Community and Honor Code – Relational Community and New Life in Christ
Following Jesus changes a person’s primary group identity.75 The church – the community of
believers – “is God’s chosen instrument for bearing his glory and reflecting his honor. As people
participate in the community of God’s people, notions of honor and shame are transformed to
reflect God’s honor code in all areas of life. … Following Jesus involves adopting his code of
honor in all areas of life, making everyday decisions based on what God determines is honorable
or shameful.”76 Yet, according to Simon Chan, in Japan some people may warmly embrace the
person of Jesus but not the church as the visible community.77
Prayer engages believers in relational community and their new life in Christ. Prayer is
instrumental to the community in seeking God’s guidance and leading of the Holy Spirit, (Acts
1:14; 2:42; 6:4; 10:9; 12:5; 13:2-3), and seeking to live according to Jesus’ honor code (James
5:13-18; 1 Thess. 5:16-18; 2 Thess. 2:1-5).
B. Gospel prayer for outreach can be used alongside the transformational stages of
community, discipleship and evangelism in a collectivistic culture.
God meets people where they are, and seeks to transform them from shame to honor in Jesus.
Jayson Georges and Mark Baker have helpfully developed a model for evangelism in collectivist
cultures.78 According to their model, this transformation happens as people associate with
believers (community), their lives begin to change as they follow Jesus (discipleship), and then
they come to publicly profess Jesus as Lord (evangelism).
Community  Discipleship  Evangelism
Belong  Behave
 Believe
Seeker  Disciple
 Believer
In a parallel fashion, as we develop friendships with Japanese people, gospel prayer with and for
them can be used by the Holy Spirit to draw them into relationship with Jesus. The prayers
discussed below are simply examples of gospel prayers in Scripture that include honor-shame
themes and that reflect some of the transformational stages of community, discipleship and
evangelism – but they have not been contextualized in ways that would truly speak to the hearts
of the Japanese people. It is important to take the time to learn how to pray with and for people
using culturally shaped honor-shame gospel prayer because “words matter and ideas have
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consequences.”79 Our spoken words of prayer should consistently echo God’s Word and its
honor-shame themes of gospel truth to our friends.80 It is our best safeguard against the swamp
of Japanese syncretism.
1. Belong – Gospel prayer publicly builds honorable relational bridges that point
people to God.
The prayer in 1 Timothy 2:1-5 expresses values of relational harmony, praying for God to extend
honor to all people so they might lead peaceful and godly lives. God is the divine patron, and the
one who prays becomes a co-benefactor and gains face by praying for God to bless others.
First of all, then, I urge that supplications, prayers, intercessions, and thanksgivings be
made for all people, for kings and all who are in high positions, that we may lead a
peaceful and quiet life, godly and dignified in every way. This is good and it is pleasing
in the sight of God our Savior, who desires all people to be saved and to come to the
knowledge of the truth. For there is one God, and there is one mediator between God
and men, the man Jesus Christ, who gave himself as a ransom for all, with is the
testimony given at the proper time. 1 Tim. 2:1-5 (ESV)
Praying for others to be blessed is honorable, leading to peaceful and quiet lives, godly and
dignified in every way. The gospel message is clear: God desires all people to be saved and to
come to the knowledge of the truth found in Jesus. Community prayer builds honorable
relationship bridges, it points people to God, and it shares the gospel.
2. Behave – Gospel prayer invites people to live according to God’s honor code.
As seekers pursue a faith journey toward discipleship, gospel prayer brings God’s wisdom into
that journey, inviting people into prayer to live according to God’s honor code.81 In Colossians
1:9-14, gospel prayer is used to draw people to Jesus and learn to walk in a manner that pleases
Him, as they grow in knowledge of Him.
And so, from the day we heard, we have not ceased to pray for you, asking that you may
be filled with the knowledge of his will in all spiritual wisdom and understanding, so as
to walk in a manner worthy of the Lord, fully pleasing to him, bearing fruit in every good
work and increasing in the knowledge of God; being strengthened with all power,
79
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according to his glorious might, for all endurance and patience with joy; giving thanks to
the Father, who has qualified you to share in the inheritance of the saints in light. He
has delivered us from the domain of darkness and transferred us to the kingdom of his
beloved Son, in whom we have redemption, the forgiveness of sins. Col. 1:9-14 (ESV)
This prayer affirms the honor-status reversal available to believers because those who are in
Christ are delivered from the domain of darkness and transferred to Christ’s kingdom, the
kingdom of light – powerful images of deliverance from the darkness of external and internal
shame to the ascribed honor of belonging to Christ’s kingdom.82 This prayer also declares God’s
power to deliver from the power of spiritual forces. In Japanese culture, where folk religion has
embedded sensitivity to spiritual forces, gospel prayer offers opportunity to respond to this very
real spiritual concern among the Japanese people as they seek God’s face.
3. Believe – Gospel prayer can be used to invite people to come to Jesus, and to believe
in Him.
As the Holy Spirit prepares the hearts and minds of Japanese people to accept Jesus as their Lord
and Savior, they are called to declare their loyalty to Him.83 Even though Paul was writing to
Ephesian believers, the prayer in Ephesians 1:16-21 can be contextualized to invite people to
listen to the call of Jesus and to believe in Him – using honor-shame themes.
I do not cease to give thanks for you, remembering you in my prayers, that the God of our
Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give you the Spirit of wisdom and of
revelation in the knowledge of him, having the eyes of your hearts enlightened, that you
may know what is the hope to which he has called you, what are the riches of his glorious
inheritance in the saints, and what is the immeasurable greatness of his power toward us
who believe, according to the working of his great might that he worked in Christ when
he raised him from the dead and seated him at his right hand in the heavenly places, far
above all rule and authority and power and dominion, and above every name that is
named, not only in this age but also in the one to come. Eph. 1:16-21 (ESV)
In this prayer, highest honor is attributed to Jesus, seated at the right hand of the Father of glory
with all things placed under His feet. God’s mighty power over all other powers is on full
display. This prayer asks God to open the eyes of our heart to be able to see and respond to
Jesus’ call by believing in Him who is the only source of hope, the honorable One who deserves
full loyalty (Eph. 4:4). Giving allegiance to Jesus and living under His name is the only way to
enter God’s family84 in the community of faith with its glorious inheritance prepared for
believers according to God’s eternal plan in Jesus.
C. Model God’s honor in gospel prayer with and for our Japanese friends.
The second purpose of this hypothetical model of contextualizing gospel prayer is learning
culturally acceptable ways to simply pray with and for people – and to actually begin praying
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with and for our Japanese friends. “Pray for their honor – it demonstrates a concern for them and
helps them to look to God for honor.”85
Our lives should show personal devotion to prayer. As we model a praying life among our
Japanese friends, praying with and for them should be a natural outflow of how much we care for
them with the love of Jesus. We simply want to pray with and for people in ways that will speak
to their hearts, minds and spirits with God’s honor, love and truth, always showing highest honor
to the One being addressed and lifting up the honor of those people with whom we pray.
CONCLUSION
When Christians in the Majority World pray, “they really expect God to speak, act, heal and
deliver.”86 We should pray with expectancy that God uses all of our prayers (whether with and
for people, private, strategic, or in corporate worship) to achieve His glorious purposes. In
Jesus’ parable of the widow who continued to bring her petition before the unworthy judge, her
persistent petitions finally prevailed. God honors the prayers of His people who call out to Him
day and night (Luke 18:1-8). As we minister and develop relationships with people, especially
those in honor-shame cultures, gospel prayer provides a genuine path for people to meet Jesus
and grow to love Him because it is relational and honorable, and grounded in God’s Word.
Pray without ceasing. Pray for Jesus-followers in Japan to grow into deeper understanding of the
love of Jesus; pray for the lost, the seekers and those who are disciples on the way to faith; and
pray with and for those people who God brings into your life. Pray all these things to bring
highest glory and honor to the Lord Jesus Christ. The prayer of a person who finds their honor in
Jesus has great power (James 5:13-18).
Now to him who is able to do far more abundantly than all that we ask or think,
according to the power at work within us, to him be glory in the church and
in Christ Jesus throughout all generations, forever and ever. Amen. Eph. 3:20-21 (ESV)
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